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Abstract 54	

This study focuses on a single Mediterranean hurricane (hearafter medicane), to investigate the 55	

medicane response to global warming during the middle of the 21st century and assesses the effects 56	

of a warmer ocean and a warmer atmosphere on its development. Our investigation uses the state-57	

of-the-art regional climate model WRF to produce the 6-member, multi-physics ensembles. Results 58	

show that our model setup can reproduce a realistic cyclone track and the transition from an initial 59	

disturbance to a tropical-like cyclone with a deep warm core although the transition is earlier than 60	

for the observed medicane. To investigate the response of the medicane to future climate change, a 61	

pseudo global warming (PGW) approach has been used. This is the first adaptation of the PGW 62	

framework to study medicane. The PGW approach adds a climate change delta to WRF’s boundary 63	

conditions which is obtained for all prognostic variables using the mean change in an ensemble of 64	

CMIP5 simulations. A PGW simulation where the climate change delta is added to all prognostic 65	

variables (PGWALL) are incremented shows that most of the medicane characteristics moderately 66	

intensify, e.g., surface wind speed, uptake of water vapour and precipitation. However, the 67	

maximum depression of sea level pressure (SLP) minimum is almost identical to that under present 68	

climate conditions. Two additional PGW simulations were undertaken; One simulation adds the 69	

projected change in sea surface and skin temperature only (PGWSST) while the second simulation 70	

adds the PGW changes to only atmospheric variables (PGWATMS) i.e. we use present time sea 71	

surface temperatures. These simulations show opposite effects on the medicane. In PGWSST, the 72	

medicane is more intense than PGWALL as indicated by the lower SLP values, the stronger surface 73	

wind, and the more intense evaporation and precipitation. In contrast, the medicane in PGWATMS 74	

still transitions into a tropical-like cyclone with a deep warm core, but the medicane in PGWATMS 75	

weakens considerably (SLP, surface wind and rainfall decrease). This difference can be explained 76	

by an increase in water vapour driven by the warmer ocean surface (favourable for cumulus 77	

convection) and the warmer and drier atmosphere in PGWATMS tends to inhibit condensation 78	

(unfavourable for cumulus convection). As a result of these counteracting effects of warmer ocean 79	

and atmosphere, the medicane is enhanced only modestly by global warming. The novel approach 80	

in this study provides new insights on the difference roles of anthropogenic warmer ocean and 81	

atmosphere in the medicane development.    82	
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 85	

 86	

 87	

 88	
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1. Introduction  89	

 It is well known that severe cyclonic storms occur in the Mediterranean Sea, in particular, 90	

from September to March (e.g., Cavicchia et al., 2013). They generate large amount of precipitation 91	

and intense winds that severely damage regional economies and infrastructure over the coastal areas 92	

in the Mediterranean nations (e.g., Bakkensen, 2017). Although these cyclonic systems have a clear 93	

societal importance, methods to robustly detect these cyclones via physical criterion (e.g., 94	

Cavicchia et al. (2013) and Zhang et al. (2020)) have remained elusive (Gaertner et al., 2018). The 95	

cyclonic systems are typically detected via phenomenological criteria such as the cloud-free “eye”. 96	

Consequently, most known cyclonic storms in the Mediterranean Sea develop into meso-scale 97	

cyclones with a cloud-free “eye” around the cyclone centre, which is also a common feature of 98	

tropical cyclones. 99	

These tropical-like cyclones are called Mediterranean hurricanes or medicanes (this term is 100	

used hereafter). Although there are many similarities between medicanes and tropical cyclones, 101	

there are also clear differences between them. Firstly, the lifetime of medicanes is shorter than that 102	

of most tropical cyclones. Secondly, the development of tropical cyclones generally requires that 103	

sea surface temperatures (SSTs) exceed the empirical threshold of 26°C. However, SSTs in the 104	

Mediterranean Sea are almost never this warm with autumn and winter SSTs varying from around 105	

18°C to 23°C in the current climate (e.g., Shaltout and Omstedt, 2014; Fig. 2a). This is thus much 106	

lower than the empirical threshold of 26°C for tropical cyclone formation and the occurrence of 107	

tropical cyclones over such cold SSTs are very rare even in the tropics (cf. Pacific and Atlantic cold 108	

tongue, e.g., Jin 1996; Caniaux et al., 2011). Another difference between medicanes and tropical 109	

cyclones is that the formation of medicanes is generally preceded by an intrusion of trough-like 110	

systems or cut-off lows over the Mediterranean (Fita et al., 2006; Chaboureau et al., 2012; Fita and 111	

Flaounas, 2018; Bouin and Lebeaupin Brossier, 2020). In particular, Fita and Flaounas (2018) 112	

suggested that some medicanes show hybrid features of tropical and extratropical cyclones, which 113	

is more similar to subtropical cyclones (cold core and shallow convection at the mature stage). 114	

Consequently, they are subjected to baroclinic forcing like extratropical cyclones (Fita et al., 2006; 115	

Chaboureau et al., 2012). As such, it is expected that the formation of medicanes is not different 116	

from other intense Mediterranean cyclones (Flauonas et al., 2015), and it should be noted that there 117	

is no physical criterion to quantify a Mediterranean cyclone into a tropical-like system.   118	

The mechanism of medicane development has been investigated in previous studies. A cut-119	

off low and a potential vorticity anomaly are pre-conditioning factors for medicane initiation (e.g., 120	

Miglietta et al., 2016). This triggers deep cumulus convection resulting in the formation of a deep 121	

warm core and consequently, a tropical transition of the initial perturbation occurs (Mazza et al., 122	

2017; Fita and Flaounas, 2018). While Miglietta and Rotunno (2019) showed the importance of air-123	
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sea interactions for one medicane out of the two studied, they also suggested that the other case 124	

medicane is maintained mainly by mid-latitude baroclinic environment (air-sea fluxes and latent 125	

heat flux still help to develop the medicane). This aspect is also suggested by Carrió et al. (2017). 126	

These discrepancies on the importance of air-sea interaction in the literature may arise from the 127	

dependency of the various works on individual case studies. In particular, the importance of air-sea 128	

fluxes can be related to wind-induced surface heat exchange (WISHE) mechanism similar to 129	

tropical cyclones (e.g., Emanuel, 1986; Miglietta and Rotunno, 2019). 130	

 In some cases, medicane development involves tropical transition and diabatic heating due 131	

to condensation. Understanding the response of such medicane features to anthropogenic global 132	

climate change is important for mitigating future risks associated with natural hazards. According to 133	

Shaltout and Omdtedt (2014), the Mediterranean SST is expected to increase by 2.6°C per century. 134	

This warming in the ocean can be a potential source of enhanced moisture to the atmosphere. In 135	

fact, significant changes in medicanes e.g., frequency and intensity associated with global warming 136	

have been reported in previous studies. Cavicchia (2014) showed that whereas the frequency of 137	

medicanes tends to decrease, medicanes can moderately intensify based on a climate projection 138	

with a global coupled model. Tous et al. (2016) also suggested similar future changes in frequency 139	

and intensity of medicanes. Their study also revealed that the location of medicane formation is 140	

expected to change (more frequent over the Gulf of Lion-Genova and South of Sicily). González-141	

Alemán et al. (2019) concluded that associated with medicane intensification, the structure of 142	

tropical-like cyclones is more robust and their lifetime as tropical-like cyclones is longer-lasting 143	

compared to medicanes under current climate This, consequently, leads to more hazardous 144	

situations in the projected future.            145	

 Most of the aforementioned studies on the future climate of medicanes are based on results 146	

obtained from global coupled models (CGCMs). However, in long climatic simulations performed 147	

with CGCMs, the typical grid spacing varies between 100km and 25km, at best. Even simulations 148	

at 25km have still an insufficient resolution to resolve the fine-scale structure of medicanes such as 149	

the cyclone core and the associated rain bands; the intensity of medicanes is underestimated in most 150	

coupled regional models (Gaertner et al. 2018). Therefore, it is most likely that CGCMs also 151	

underestimate future changes in medicanes. One possible solution to this problem is to dynamically 152	

downscale the global models with a regional climate model (RCM) at finer resolutions (e.g., 153	

Cavicchia and von Storch, 2012; Cavicchia et al., 2014). Alternatively, a pseudo global warming 154	

method (PGW, e.g., Schär et al., 1996; Rasmussen et al., 2011; Parker et al., 2018; Mooney et al., in 155	

review) can be used to assess more explicitly the impacts of future climate change on medicanes. 156	

PGW is an advantageous method to characterise a given medicane in current and future climate by 157	

imposing the future changes in atmospheric and ocean variables estimated by CGCMs to boundary 158	
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conditions of a high-resolution RCM (see details in Section 2). This approach permits a more direct 159	

assessment of impacts of future climate change on an extreme weather event (e.g., Parker et al., 160	

2018). Additionally, the PGW method enables investigations of the relative roles of a warmer 161	

atmosphere and a warmer ocean in the response of medicanes to climate change.  162	

 In this study, we use a PGW framework to investigate the impacts of global warming on the 163	

development and intensity of medicane Rolf (Miglietta et al., 2013; Ricchi et al., 2017; Dafis et al., 164	

2018). Rolf occurred from 6th to 9th November in 2011 and affected the Balearic Islands, Italy and 165	

southern France due to longer persistence of tropical-cyclonic features. Since Rolf was a highly 166	

destructive medicane for coastal communities in many Mediterranean countries and is one of the 167	

most intense medicanes (e.g., Dafis et al., 2018), it is important to assess how these types of 168	

medicanes will respond to climate change in near future. Medicane Rolf generated the deep 169	

cumulus convection and persisted with tropical cyclone-like characteristics longer than other 170	

Mediterranean storms and vortices (e.g., Miglietta et al., 2013). Moreover, according to Miglietta et 171	

al. (2013), Rolf occurred around the Balearic Islands, which is a hot spot of medicane genesis. 172	

Therefore, it will be interesting and important to investigate the impacts of climate change on this 173	

type of Mediterranean storm. We perform additional idealised experiments in which only the 174	

atmosphere or the ocean, respectively, experience global warming to elucidate the roles of a warmer 175	

atmosphere and a warmer ocean on the medicane. This study is structured as follows. In Section 2, 176	

details of the reanalysis data, RCM and experimental designs are provided. An evaluation and 177	

assessment of the simulation of medicane Rolf under current climate conditions with respect to a 178	

state-of-the-art reanalysis is presented in Section 3. The results of the PGW experiments are given 179	

in Section 4. Additionally, we analyse the possible future changes of the medicane. A more 180	

insightful discussion on the competing roles of a warmer atmosphere and ocean in the medicane is 181	

examined in Section 5. Finally, the concluding remarks of this study is provided in Section 6.  182	

 183	

2. Data, Model, and Methodology  184	

 In this study, ERA5 reanalysis data (Copernicus Climate Change Service, 2017) is used to 185	

benchmark the simulation of medicane Rolf. ERA5 is a state-of-the-art reanalysis system with a 186	

high spatio-temporal resolution (0.25°×0.25° and 1 hourly). The trajectory of Rolf was estimated 187	

from ERA5 by identifying the location of the minimum SLP value at 3-hourly intervals. This track 188	

is regarded as the reference track in this study (see Fig. S1). Additionally, we use observational data 189	

of the cyclone track produced by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 190	

(NOAA) using the Dvorak Technique (see Fig. S1). This data is available only from 12UTC, 7 to 191	

12UTC, 9 of November in 2011 192	

(https://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/TROP/DATA/2011/tdata/med/01M.html).   193	
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 194	

2.1 WRF Simulation of Rolf under present climate  195	

 Rolf is simulated with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF, Skamarock et al., 196	

2008) model version 3.9.1. The experimental domains consist of two nested domains as shown in 197	

Fig.1: the outer domain has a grid spacing of 15km and the inner domain has a grid spacing of 5km. 198	

Both domains have 52 vertical layers. In both domains, a cumulus convection scheme is switched 199	

on. Previous studies (e.g., Miglietta et al., 2015; Ricchi et al., 2017; Mooney et al., 2018) have 200	

shown that simulated medicanes and tropical cyclones are highly sensitive to different combinations 201	

of physical schemes. First, we assessed the convective schemes for better cyclone track among 202	

(Kain-Fritsch (Kain 2004), Betts-Miller-Janjíc (Janjíc, 1994), Tiedtke (Tiedtke, 1989; Zhang et al., 203	

2011) in single WRF domain with 10km grid spacing forced by ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) 204	

reanalysis data (0.75°×0.75°, 6 hourly). Each simulation has different combinations of 205	

microphysics, (WSM5 (Hong et al., 2004), WSM6 (Hong and Lim, 2006), Thompson (Thompson 206	

et al., 2008)) and planetary boundary layer (PBL) (Yonsei University (Hong et al., 2006), Mellor-207	

Yamada-Janjíc (MYJ, Janjíc, 1994), Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino (MYNN; Nakaish and Niino, 208	

2006; Nakanishi and Niino, 2009; Olson et al., 2019)). According to this assessment simulation, 209	

most of simulations with the Tiedtke scheme tend to produce more realistic medicane tracks, 210	

making landfall over southern France while simulations with other two convection schemes fail to 211	

make a landfall over southern France, make an incorrect landfall over the Sardinia Island or decay 212	

over the Mediterranean Sea without landfall (not shown). Based on the results of this assessment, 213	

we perform WRF simulation with 6 different combinations of physical schemes; cumulus 214	

convection is Tiedke, microphysics scheme is WSM6, WSM5, and Thompson, and PBL scheme is 215	

MYNN and MYJ. In Table 2, the combinations of schemes and abbreviation of each combination 216	

are given. Since any simulation of tropical cyclones contains a huge uncertainty in its intensity and 217	

development (e.g., Torn, 2016), such ensemble simulation will provide more robustness to the 218	

expecting results. All simulations use the longwave and shortwave radiative schemes of the Rapid 219	

Radiative Transfer Model (Mlawer et al., 1997) and NOAH 4-layer land surface model (Chen and 220	

Dudhia, 2001a, b). Initialization and lateral boundary conditions are taken from ERA-Interim 6-221	

hourly reanalysis data (0.75°×0.75°). The lower boundary condition of sea surface temperature 222	

(SST) is obtained from daily OISST data with 0.25°×0.25° horizontal resolution. The simulations 223	

are integrated from 0000UTC on 05-Nov-2011 to 0000UTC on 10-Nov-2011. Hereafter, these 224	

simulations are referred to as PRS, which stands for present-day climate condition. ERA-Interim is 225	

selected as the driving data for our WRF simulations to maintain consistency between the spatial 226	

resolutions of the PGW delta calculated from the CMIP5 ensemble and the reanalysis data used for 227	

the initial and boundary conditions (in particular for atmospheric variables). We also investigated 228	
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the representation of the medicane Rolf in ERA-Interim and found a cyclone track similar to ERA5 229	

(see Section 3 and Fig. S1 for details). 230	

 231	

2.2 WRF simulation of Rolf under warmer climate 232	

 To investigate how future global climate change influences the medicane, a pseudo global 233	

warming (PGW, e.g., Parker et al., 2018; Mooney et al., in review) experiment is employed. In the 234	

PGW framework, boundary conditions of WRF are perturbed by the monthly-mean values of global 235	

climate change (Δ). This is estimated by simulations of climate projections from CGCMs. In other 236	

words, we can simulate the medicane Rolf under a virtually warmed climate. In this study, we 237	

obtain the PGW Δ from the ensemble mean (see Table 1) of 19 simulations used in the Coupled 238	

Model Inter-comparison Project 5 (CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012) between 2036-2065 and 1976-2005. 239	

These periods were chosen on the basis of data availability for CMIP5 CGCMs and to represent 240	

1.5°C of global warming in the middle of this century. The advantage of using an ensemble mean of 241	

19 GCM realizations over a single GCM realization is that it minimises the influence of unforced 242	

natural climate variations and model-errors in quantifying the forced climate response to future 243	

GHG warming (Changhai et al., 2017) The PGW Δ contains perturbed values for zonal and 244	

meridional winds, temperature, relative humidity, geo-potential, SLP, SST, and skin temperature. 245	

The new boundary conditions including the global warming can be expressed as, 246	

 247	

   (1),  248	

where BCPGW represents future boundary conditions and BCPRS represents present day boundary 249	

condition from ERA-Interim. Both BCPGW and BCPRS are 6-hourly values, while △ is a monthly 250	

mean value for November. △ is the PGW perturbation and is defined as follows: 251	

  (2), 252	

These equations are applied to each of the following variables: zonal and meridional winds (U and 253	

V), temperature (T), relative humidity (RH), geo-potential (z), SLP, SST, and skin temperature 254	

(TSK). In the PGW experiments, we perform three different simulations where the perturbation Δ is 255	

added to: (1) all variables at the boundary conditions (PGWALL), (2) only SST and skin temperature 256	

(PGWSST), and (3) only the atmospheric variables (PGWATMS). This enables an investigation of the 257	

relative roles of projected future changes in the atmosphere and ocean in the development and 258	

modification of the medicane. Other experimental configurations of PGWs are the same as those in 259	

PRS (see section 2.1). Figures 2b and c provide the PGW Δ for SSTs and a vertical profile of 260	

atmospheric temperature and relative humidity (averaged over the 5km-mesh domain in Fig. 1) for 261	

the PGW experiments in this study. In the Mediterranean Sea, the SST increases approximately by 262	

BCPGW = BCPRS +Δ

Δ =CMIP52036−2065 −CMIP52005−1976
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2°C in Fig. 2b (also shown by Somot et al., 2006). The troposphere is warming by 2 to 3°C in Fig. 263	

2c. In contrast, projections of the relative humidity in the troposphere tend to be reduced under 264	

global warming. These projected thermodynamical response to global warming can lead the 265	

Mediterranean climate to be warmer and drier (e.g., Giorgi and Lionello, 2008). To the best of our 266	

knowledge, the present study is the first investigation to employ the PGW method to a tropical-like 267	

cyclone in the Mediterranean Sea.  268	

 269	

2.3 Estimation of the Cyclone Phase Space (CPS) 270	

 271	

 For a trajectory of observed and simulated medicanes, the minimum SLP is tracked from 272	

00UTC-06-Nov-2011 until 12UTC-09-Nov-2011. If the medicane makes a landfall before 12UTC-273	

09-Nov-2011, the tracking is ceased. While not all Mediterranean storms with a warm core undergo 274	

a tropical transition (e.g., Fita and Flaounas, 2018), one remarkable characteristic of many 275	

medicanes is the cyclonic system transitions from extratropical to tropical (e.g., Gaertner et al., 276	

2018). Hart (2003) proposes an objective measurement of cyclone phase space defined as,   277	

 278	

 (2)  and    (3) 279	

where, 280	

 (4). 281	

Zmax and Zmin denote the maximum and minimum geopotential height at a pressure level 282	

within 2.5° (for ERA5) and 250km (for WRF simulations) radius around the medicane centre. The 283	

upper- and lower- tropospheric thermal wind relation is estimated by equations (2) and (3), 284	

respectively. As shown by Hart (2003), in the extratropical phase, the cyclone has a deep cold core 285	

and the values of (2) and (3) are negative. In addition, the tropical cyclone has a deep warm core 286	

with positive values for (2) and (3). In this study, the thermal wind relation is estimated every 50 287	

hPa from 900 to 300 hPa and the cyclone phase indices of (2) and (3) are defined as mean of the 288	

values every 50 hPa between 600 and 300 hP and between 600 and 900 hPa.  289	

 290	

3. Simulation of Medicane Rolf under present climate 291	

 In this section we examine the results of PRS to assess the ability of our WRF setup to 292	

simulate Rolf. The cyclone track of PRS is given in Fig. 3a. In the PRS ensemble simulation, the 293	

medicanes have very similar tracks from 00UTC on 6-Nov to 00UTC on 9-Nov shown in Fig. 3a 294	

even though there is a spread in the track: firstly, the medicane moves southward and crosses 295	

∂(ΔZ )
∂ln p 900hPa

600hPa

= −VT
L ∂(ΔZ )

∂ln p 600hPa

300hPa

= −VT
U

ΔZ = Zmax − Zmin
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around the Ibiza Island. After that, it turns northward and finally makes landfall around southern 296	

France. This cyclone track reproduces well the observed track (Fig. S1a). The phase shift of the 297	

cyclone of PRS ensemble is shown in Figure 3b by cyclone phase space defined by Hart (2003) (see 298	

the details of definition in section 2.3). In the beginning, the cyclones of all ensemble members 299	

already develop with a shallow warm core (Fig. 3b). This shallow warm core develops into deep 300	

warm core at 00UTC on 7-Nov (that is earlier than ERA5 in Fig. S1b). At 00-08-Nov, the simulated 301	

cyclone forms a completely deep structure of a warm core. After that, the structure of the deep 302	

warm core gradually weakens in all ensemble members. This shift of cyclone phase is 303	

approximately consistent with that from ERA5. Thus, PRS can reproduce Rolf in a way that 304	

cyclone phase match accordingly the one by ERA5 (Figs. 3 and S1). 305	

 Along this cyclone track, a time sequence of SLP of the ensemble-mean cyclone centre is 306	

given in Fig. 4. The SLP drops down to 992 hPa at 0600UTC on 06-Nov during the preconditioning 307	

period of the tropical-like cyclone. Similar to ERA5 (see Fig. S1c), the SLP of the cyclone increases 308	

to 996 hPa until 0000UTC on 07-Nov, decreases again, and consequently the deepening of the low 309	

pressure reaches 992 to 993 hPa between 0000 and 0300UTC on 08-Nov (Fig. 4). After this peak, 310	

the SLP of the ensemble-mean cyclone increases rapidly approaching southern France (the 311	

depression is weakened to 1006 hPa after 22UTC on 08-Nov). The development of the cyclone can 312	

be partially linked with the water vapour gained by the cyclone as shown in Fig. 4. The latent heat 313	

flux gained by the cyclone increases from the beginning until 06-07-Nov (from 160 to 280 Wm-2) 314	

even though this is stronger than in ERA5 (Fig. S1). After this peak, the latent heat flux begins to 315	

reduce and is slightly enhanced at 00-08-Nov. The latent heat flux drops again until the landfall 316	

over southern France. Surface flux and the corresponding diabatic heating is an energy source of 317	

transition from extratropical to subtropical and tropical-like cyclones (e.g., Emanuel, 2005; Quitián-318	

Hernández et al., 2020). Rolf also obtains a huge amount of water vapour from the underlying sea 319	

surface during its phase transition and development. The maximum value of latent heat flux reaches 320	

740W/m2 in one grid box at the cyclone peak, while this value is less than two cases of 321	

Mediterranean storms (Miglietta and Rotunno, 2018). In that study, the two Mediterranean storms 322	

were closer to the African Continent than the Rolf and therefore, dry air from the African Continent 323	

and warmer SST would enhance the evaporation more effectively than our case. In the PRS 324	

simulations, the precipitation associated with the cyclone is intense at 0000UTC on 06-Nov and 325	

decreases until 1200UTC on 06-Nov in Fig. 4. That can be associated with deep cumulus 326	

convection due to the initial disturbance (not shown). After 1200UTC on 06-Nov, the precipitation 327	

remains in a relatively small amount with some fluctuations before increasing again at 1200UTC on 328	

07-Nov reaching a peak around 20 to 2100UTC on 07-Nov, which is somewhat earlier than the 329	

peak of SLP depression. Coinciding with the reduction in the SLP depression, the precipitation 330	
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decreases again after the peak. The red contour shows an averaged wind speed exceeding the 95th 331	

percentile (referred to as maximum wind speed, MWS, hereafter) around the cyclone in each 332	

simulation. The MWS is defined as an averaged value of 10m-wind speed at a grid box where the 333	

wind speed exceeds 95th percentile every hour within 250km radius of the cyclone. In PRS, from 334	

0000UTC on 06-Nov until 1200UTC on 07-Nov, the MWS does not show a clear variation (18m/s 335	

to 21m/s) and after that, increases until 0800UTC on 08-Nov, reaching to 24m/s. This variation is 336	

roughly consistent with that in the SLP (Fig. 4) even though the timing is relatively delayed in the 337	

MWR compared to SLP. 338	

The difference in intensity and transition timing between ERA5 and PRS may be caused by 339	

the difference in evaporation and condensation the cyclone gains. However, PRS is able to 340	

realistically reproduce the medicane Rolf and the impact of climate change on Rolf will be 341	

described in the next section. 342	

  343	

4. Simulation of Medicane Rolf under 1.5oC  global warming  344	

 As explained in Section 2, we explore how Rolf is affected by the future climate change 345	

(middle of the 21st century), which corresponds to global warming of 1.5oC	 using	 the	 pseudo global 346	

warming (PGW: e.g., Schär et al., 1996; Rasmussen et al., 2011; Parker et al., 2018) technique. In 347	

addition to the effects of climate change, the relative roles of the atmosphere and the ocean in the 348	

modulations of medicane Rolf are also investigated separately in this section. 349	

 Figure 5 shows the simulated cyclone tracks of Rolf in the PGW experiments for a 6-350	

member multi-physical ensemble. PGWALL reproduces a very similar cyclone track to that in PRS 351	

(Fig. 3a). From the beginning, the cyclone moves southward approaching the Balearic Islands. After 352	

that, the cyclone progresses northward and makes landfall over southern France. While this 353	

behaviour is not considerably different from that in PRS, a few other differences can be detected. 354	

Under the future climate change, no simulated Rolfs makes landfall over Ibiza while some of PRS 355	

medicanes hit Ibiza (Fig. 3a). This indicates that the latitude where the cyclone shifts its direction 356	

from south to north tends to be relatively higher than that in PRS (Figs. 3a and 5a). Some of 357	

ensemble cyclones make landfall slightly earlier than PRS. These modifications in the cyclone track 358	

are more remarkable in PGWSST shown in Fig. 5b. The simulated medicanes change their marching 359	

direction to the north at a much higher latitude (higher than 40°N) in all ensemble members, far 360	

from the Balearic Islands, at 0000UTC on 07-Nov. After this shift, the cyclone moves northward 361	

similar to PRS and PGWALL, but its direction shifts more westward than PRS and PGWALL. Due to 362	

those modifications, the simulated medicanes make landfall (one medicane of TD_TP_MJ 363	

disappears over the Mediterranean Sea) over southern France at 3.8°E, which is more western than 364	

PRS and PGWALL, and the landfall is much earlier than PRS and PGWALL, which is at 1200UTC to 365	
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1800UTC on 08-Nov. Interestingly the PGWATMS simulations of Rolf show a clearly opposite 366	

tendency of changes to PGWALL and PGWSST in Fig. 5c. Many of simulated cyclones strike Ibiza 367	

like PRS, but the cyclones in PGWATMS progresses more southward while the cyclone in PRS 368	

moves eastward after this landfall on Ibiza (Figs. 5c). The cyclones in PGWATMS still moves 369	

eastward after 0000UTC on 07-Nov and finally change its direction to north around 1200UTC on 370	

07-Nov, which is later by 6 and 12 hours than PRS or PGWALL and PGWSST. Instead of moving 371	

westward, the cyclone in PGWATMS orientates to the northeast and approaches southern France 372	

around 7°E at 0000UTC on 09-Nov shown in Fig. 5c. The response of the cyclone tracks to climate 373	

change seems different between PGWALL/PGWSST and PGWATMS and we see how the other features 374	

of the cyclone will change in the PGW experiments.  375	

 Figure 6a gives a time series of ensemble-mean SLP in the cyclone centre of PGWs along 376	

the cyclone tracks in Figs. 5. Rolf in PGWALL develops the SLP centre in quite a similar way to 377	

Rolf in PRS. In the beginning, the SLP depresses once to 991 hPa at 0700UTC on 06-Nov and 378	

increases the SLP of the centre until 0000UTC on 07-Nov. Again, the SLP reduces and reaches the 379	

other minimum of 991hPa at 2200 on 07-Nov to 0000UTC on 08-Nov. This SLP depression is 380	

slightly lower in PGWALL than in PRS. While the difference of SLP depression between PRS and 381	

PGWALL is small, the SLP gradient around the centre is different. Figure 7 shows the scalar of SLP 382	

gradient for PRS and PGWALL at the maximum of SLP depression. It is obvious that the SLP 383	

gradient is much stronger in the PGWALL than in the PRS around the peak time (PRS is 0.0004 384	

hPa/m and PGWALL is 0.0007 hPa/m) indicating that the warmer climate induces the stronger wind 385	

in the centre, which could be linked to changes in precipitation (this aspects is later described). 386	

Compared to PRS, the cyclone in PGWALL decays relatively rapidly after the peak at 0600UTC on 387	

08-Nov, in particular, after 1200UTC on 08-Nov. This is likely to be due to the earlier time of 388	

landfall of some of the PGWALL cyclones over southern France (Figs. 3b and Fig. 5a). Inversely, the 389	

SLP of the PGWSST cyclone drops down intensively to 987 hPa from 0000UTC to 1000UTC on 06-390	

Nov. The SLP centre in the PGWSST generally continues to decrease until 2100UTC on 07-Nov 391	

reaching 982 hPa. This is a slightly earlier peak time and much lower SLP in the cyclone centre 392	

than those in PRS and PGWALL. After this peak, the cyclone in the PGWSST decays quite rapidly 393	

(approximately 20 hPa per 24 hours between 2100UTC on 7-Nov and 2100UTC on 08-Nov). This 394	

is associated with the earlier landfall time compared to PRS and PGWALL (Figs. 3b, 5a and 5b). It is 395	

noteworthy that in the PGWATMS, the SLP generally increases throughout cyclone tracking. While 396	

initially, the ensemble-mean SLP of the PGWATMS cyclone centre is almost identical to those of 397	

PRS and PGWALL, the second depression of the cyclone centre after 0000UTC on 07-Nov is much 398	

weaker than PRS and PGWALL. The second reduction in SLP is detected at 2100UTC on 07-Nov 399	

(slightly earlier than PRS), but it reduces only to 997 hPa. The cyclone begins to decay gradually 400	
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after this. Interestingly, this result suggests that the role of future climate change in the atmospheric 401	

and oceanic background have competing effects on the medicane development. 402	

 Figure 6b shows a time series of latent heat flux gained (averaged) by the simulated cyclone 403	

within a radius of 250 km. The evaporation in PGWALL is marginally larger than that in PRS, 404	

especially from the beginning at 0000UTC on 06-Nov to 1200UTC on 07-Nov (approximately 50 405	

W/m2 higher at largest). During this period, the temporal variation in evaporation along the cyclone 406	

track is almost identical between PRS and PGWALL. In PGWSST, the simulated cyclones obtain 407	

much more water vapour from the underlying warmer SST. Initially, the latent heat flux is about 1.5 408	

times more in PGWSST than that in PRS and increases up to 450 W/m2 until 1200UTC on 07-Nov. 409	

The uptake of water vapour drops suddenly after 2000UTC on 07-Nov and becomes lesser than that 410	

in PRS at 0700UTC on 08-Nov and is diminished to a few tens of W/m2 after the earlier landfall. 411	

Inversely, the evaporation in PGWATMS is less than that in PRS during the entire period of cyclone 412	

tracking. However, the temporal variation in evaporation is quite similar to that in PRS having a 413	

peak between 00UTC to 0600UTC on 07-Nov. The decreasing rate of the evaporation after the peak 414	

in PGWATMS is relatively more moderate than those in PGWALL and PGWSST probably due to the 415	

later time of the landfall (Fig. 5c). While the uptake of water vapour differs among PGWs, its peak 416	

leads the maximum of the medicane similarly by 6 to 12 hours (Figs. 6a and 6b). 417	

 The precipitation in PGWALL shows quite a similar variation to that in PRS until 0900UTC 418	

on 07-Nov (see Fig. 6c) although the precipitation is slightly stronger. While the precipitation in 419	

PGWALL increases at almost the same time as PRS, its maximum value around 1900UTC on 07-420	

Nov is larger than that in PRS (PGWALL is 1.8mm/h and PRS is 1.4mm/h). This implies that the 421	

simulated cyclone in PGWALL can obtain more energy from diabatic heating than PRS, which could 422	

result in a stronger SLP gradient shown in Fig. 7. This stronger precipitation can be associated with 423	

an enhanced uptake of the water vapour in PGWALL as shown in Fig. 6b. In PGWSST, the 424	

precipitation is very similar to that in PRS and PGWALL at the beginning. However the precipitation 425	

keeps its relatively strong intensity and consequently, the difference from PGWALL and PRS is large 426	

during the cyclone lifetime. After 0000UTC on 07-Nov, precipitation increases and its peak 427	

increases and peaks at 2.6 mm/hour before 2100UTC on 07-Nov. This value is 31.2mm/12h of 428	

PGWSST (within 250km radius) that can be classified to the extremely intense precipitation event in 429	

the Mediterranean Sea according to Fig. 8 of Flaounas et al. (2019). The precipitation of PRS 430	

(approximately 18mm/12h) can still be classified as an intense rainfall event in the Mediterranean 431	

Sea by Fig. 8 of Flaounas et al. (2019). After this, the precipitation is abruptly reduced due to the 432	

earlier timing of the landfall (Fig. 5b). This intense rainfall can be associated with the increased 433	

water vapour available in PGWSST (Fig. 6b). The precipitation of PGWATMS also shows an identical 434	

variation with PRS in the beginning of the track. Associated with the moderate latent heat flux in 435	
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Fig. 6b, the precipitation is less during the whole lifecycle of the cyclone and does not show a clear 436	

peak (two small peaks at 1700UTC on 07-Nov and 0600UTC on 08-Nov) with a smaller amount 437	

than those in PRS and other PGWs.  438	

 Figure 6d illustrates a time series of MWS for the PGW experiments. In PGWALL, the 439	

hourly changes in MSW are similar to those in PRS, but that is stronger than in PRS through most 440	

of its lifecycle (at largest, 6m/s higher in PGWALL). The maximum value of MWS reaches 26m/s at 441	

0000UTC on 8-Nov. After 0600UTC on 08-Nov, the MWS in PGWALL gradually reduces and 442	

eventually its value becomes smaller than that of PRS. This could be caused by the slightly earlier 443	

landfall in PGWALL than PRS (Fig. 5a). In PGWSST, the MWS is almost identical to that in PGWALL 444	

until 0000UTC on 7-Nov. After this time, the MWS in PGWSST gets stronger than that in PGWALL 445	

and an increase rate of in MWS is about 8 m/s between 1200UTC on 7-Nov and 0000UTC on 8-446	

Nov reaching 30 m/s at 0000UTC on 8-Nov. The MWS falls down rapidly (from 28m/s to 12 m/s 447	

per 14 hours) after 0500UTC on 8-Nov probably due to the earlier landfall (Fig. 5b). In PGWATMS, 448	

during 06 and 07-Nov, the MWS is stronger than that in PRS. However, after 0000UTC on 08-Nov, 449	

the MWS in PGWATMS is weaker than that in PRS resulting in a smaller maximum amplitude of 450	

MWS during the cyclone tracking in PGWATMS is smaller than in PRS (21m/s for PGWATMS and 451	

24m/s for PRS). In addition, as seen in Fig. S2, the ratio of grid boxes with weaker wind speeds 452	

(category of 5 to 10m/s) is larger in PGWATMS than in PRS (in particular, 12UTC-07 and 08UTC-453	

08). That is, the area of strong winds is much smaller in PGWATMS than in PRS (the horizontal 454	

distribution of winds will be given in Fig. 9).    455	

 Figure 8 illustrates a diagram of the cyclone phase space in PGWs. Whilst the phase shift 456	

from a shallow to a deep warm core is almost identical in the PRS and PGWALL, the warm core of 457	

PGWALL simulated cyclone is relatively stronger, especially, in the lower troposphere (Fig. 8a). 458	

Towards the end of tracks, the structure of the deep warm core in some members of the PGWALL 459	

(TD_W6_MN and TD_TP_MJ) are diminished substantially in and this is due to the earlier landfall 460	

than PRS. In PGWSST, the simulated cyclones change their phase from shallow to deep warm core 461	

in a similar way to PRS and PGWALL (Fig. 8b). However, once the cyclone shifts to a deep warm 462	

core, the structure of the deep warm core is strengthened and consequently, some ensembles of 463	

simulated cyclones reach much larger values of deep warm core (the values in both troposphere 464	

reach more than 200) than PRS and PGWALL. Due to the much earlier landfall, the structure of the 465	

deep warm core of some ensembles members shrinks abruptly after its mature state and eventually 466	

the cyclone is reduced to one with a cold core at the end of track. The phase shift of the cyclone in 467	

PGWATMS is also similar to those in PRS and PGWALL in Fig. 8c. In contrast, after the cyclone is 468	

converted into a tropical-like cyclone from, the development of a deep warm core is not as strong as 469	

PRS and other PGWs. The maximum value of the deep warm core phase is smaller than those of 470	
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PRS and other PGWs (in both troposphere, it is around 100). There is no rapid reduction of warm 471	

core in PGWATMS since the cyclone achieves the landfall later than other PGWs Fig. 5c.       472	

Under global warming, the development of the medicane is modified with respect to that of 473	

the present day (in particular, a moderate intensification as aforementioned from Figs. 6 to 8). Here, 474	

we explore the horizontal structure of the medicane. The wind speed of PRS exceeds 24 m/s at the 475	

peak of SLP depression (based on Fig. 5a) in Fig. 9a. Within 100km radius, the wind speeds are 20 476	

m/s. In PGWALL, while the radius of high wind speeds appears to be slightly smaller, the wind 477	

speed is 24 m/s over a large part within the radius of 100km (see Fig. 9b) and the maximum values 478	

(faster than 26 m/s) is larger than that of PRS. This result is consistent with the stronger SLP 479	

gradient around the cyclone centre in PGWALL as shown in Fig. 7. Regarding the intensification in 480	

the SLP depression, the surface wind speed is much stronger in PGWSST than PRS and PGWALL in 481	

Fig. 9c. The wind speed exceeds 30 m/s in the most areas within the radius of 100km (except for the 482	

centre). In contrast, wind speeds for the cyclone in PGWATMS are substantially lower. Its maximum 483	

of wind speed is 22 to 24 m/s, which is equivalent to that in PRS (as shown Fig. 7d, the hourly 484	

MWS in PGWATMS is larger than that in PRS), but the area of high speed winds is obviously 485	

diminished in Fig. 9d and the strong wind speed is limited only in the northern sector around the 486	

centre. This result is consistent with Fig. S2.  487	

Figure 10 illustrates the rainband structure of each simulated cyclone during the 488	

precipitation peak given in Fig. 6c. In PRS, the cyclone has a spiral band of precipitation around the 489	

centre (Fig. 10a). In particular, the precipitation is active (up to 9-10 mm/h) in the northern sector of 490	

the cyclone and the strong rainfall extends to the northeast direction within a radius of 150 km. 491	

There is little rainfall in the centre area, which could be cloud-free “eye”; this can be easily 492	

detected, and it is also a key feature of tropical-like cyclones. As seen in Fig. 6c the precipitation of 493	

PGWALL intensifies during its peak in Fig. 10b. Whereas the spiral band of precipitation is likely to 494	

be similar to that in PRS in the northern sector, the precipitation is intense than PRS around the 495	

centre (reaches 16mm/h) and the southern sector. It seems that the spiral rainband of the medicane 496	

is reinforced due to projected global warming. The eye of the medicane is larger than that in PRS. 497	

The warmer SST enhances the spiral band more effectively in Fig. 10c as shown in Fig. 6c. The 498	

precipitation around the centre exceeds 16 mm/h in the southern sector and the northeastward 499	

rainband is elongated with intense rainfall. In the far side of the southern sector, the rainband is 500	

more activated (up to 8 mm/h) compared to PGWALL. This is associated with the much deeper 501	

depression of SLP and stronger wind in PGWSST (Figs. 5a and 9c). Corresponding to the 502	

deactivated precipitation due only to the warmer atmosphere (Fig. 7c), the rainband around the 503	

cyclone centre in PGWATMS is reduced significantly as shown in Fig. 10d. While the maximum 504	
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rainfall is still more than 14 mm/h near the centre, the rainband almost loses its spiral structure and 505	

the area of intense rainfall is limited only around the cyclone centre.  506	

 507	

5. Discussion on relative role of warmer atmosphere and ocean in medicane development    508	

 In the previous section we showed that the warmer climate leads to a moderate medicane 509	

intensification in agreement with previous studies (e.g., Cavicchia et al., 2014; Tous et al., 2016; 510	

González-Alemán et al., 2019). The results also showed more enhanced precipitation, surface wind 511	

speed and a SLP deepening around the medicane. Interestingly though, the warmer atmosphere 512	

inhibits the medicane development substantially, while the warmer ocean enhances the medicane 513	

considerably. In this section, we discuss the roles of the atmosphere and the ocean in the 514	

medicane’s response to future warming. 515	

  Figure 11a gives a time function of convective available potential energy (CAPE) averaged 516	

within the 250km radius around the cyclone centre. CAPE in PRS increases from the beginning and 517	

reaches its peak (400 Jkg-1) around 1000UTC on 07-Nov. This peak occurs earlier than the 518	

maximum of precipitation as shown in Fig. 6c. In the remaining time, CAPE decreases 519	

corresponding to the decay of the cyclone. PGWALL has a slightly larger CAPE than PRS. CAPE 520	

becomes smaller in PGWALL than PRS after the peak probably because the cyclones in PGWALL 521	

tend to make a slightly earlier landfall. Such a difference is most obvious in PGWSST. CAPE in 522	

PGWSST becomes much larger at 1200UTC on 06-Nov (250 Jkg-1) and the timing of its peaks is at 523	

0700UTC on 7-Nov, which is relatively earlier than PRS. After the peak, CAPE decreases much 524	

more abruptly than PGWALL partially due to the earliest time of landfall. Inversely, CAPE in 525	

PGWATMS is smaller than PRS during the almost entire cyclone track. Figures 11b-e give CAPE of 526	

each WRF simulation at its maximum in Fig. 11a. Between PRS and PGWALL, the simulated 527	

cyclones gain more energy in PGWALL  (at maximum, 800 J kg-1 for PRS and more than 1000 Jkg-1 528	

for PGWALL, Figs. 11b and 11c) resulting in the enhanced precipitation. In PGWSST, the simulated 529	

medicanes also obtain a lot of energy like PGWALL and the area of large CAPE (more than 1000 J 530	

kg-1) spreads more widely around the cyclone centre than PRS and PGWALL (Fig. 11d). In addition, 531	

the CAPE is larger in the northen sector of the PGWSST medicane than other simulated medicanes 532	

(800 to 900 J kg-1). This wider area of high CAPE is consistent with the larger area of intense 533	

precipitation (Fig. 10c). Contrastingly, CAPE in PGWATMS shrinks extensively and its size of high 534	

CAPE is much smaller than PRS.  535	

 Figure 12 gives the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) as a proxy of cumulus convection 536	

during the time of maximum rainfall (see Fig. 6c) in each experiment. In PRS, the deep cumulus 537	

convection is well developed (the OLR is 140-150Wm-2) around the medicane centre during the 538	

rainfall peak (Fig. 12a). Inversely, the high OLR (240-260Wm-2) is detected in the centre, which 539	
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could be a cloud-free area.  In PGWALL, the low OLR (140-160Wm-2) is extended more to the 540	

northern sector of the simulated medicane than PRS (Fig. 12b). The cloud free area in the centre 541	

seems to be larger than PRS. Due to the warmer SST, the deep cumulus convection is reinforced 542	

indicating by the much lower OLR around the medicane centre in PGWSST (130-140 Wm-2, Fig. 543	

12c). The cloud free area is quite similar to that in PGWALL. In PGWATMS, contrastingly, the low 544	

OLR area reduces considerably and the southern sector of the medicane is covered with high OLR 545	

(240Wm-2). While the cloud free area in the centre has a same size as that of PRS, the OLR is 546	

relatively lower than that of PRS (210 Wm-2), indicating that the feature of tropical-like cyclone is 547	

weakened in PGWATMS. These CAPE and OLR differences are consistent well with the results of 548	

precipitation differences (Figs. 5c and 10).  549	

In PGWSST, due to the warmer underlying SST, the latent heat flux is activated efficiently 550	

and the atmospheric conditions favour cumulus convection. In addition to the evaporation, surface 551	

wind associated with the medicane is also substantially enhanced during the cyclone’s lifetime 552	

(especially before and at the peak). This possibly indicates that the WISHE mechanism is enhanced 553	

in PGWSST. Conversely, in PGWATMS, the background troposphere is warmed and drier through the 554	

entire troposphere compared to PRS (Fig. 2c). Even though the ocean forcing is similar in PRS and 555	

PGWATMS (since the SST boundary condition does not differ), the warmer temperature and the 556	

lower relative humidity due to global warming (Fig. 2c) is unfavourable for condensation. This 557	

means that CAPE is reduced resulting in reduction in deep cumulus convection (Fig. 12d). That is, 558	

the diabatic heating is less effectively generated and the WISHE mechanism and the SLP 559	

depression are also reduced in PGWATMS. The moderate intensification of the medicane in PGWALL 560	

is a consequent of the competition between enhancement due to the warmer SST and suppression 561	

due to the warmer/drier atmosphere.  562	

However, we need to consider the role of SST change due to surface wind and evaporation. 563	

When evaporation is more effective in PGWSST and less effective in PGWATMS, the underlying SST 564	

can be cooled down and warmed up. Due to the regional climate model used in this study, our result 565	

do not consider the two-way interactions between the atmosphere and ocean, and how this impacts 566	

the response of medicane characteristics in a warmer climate. Future work will investigate these 567	

impacts on the medicane with an coupled atmosphere-ocean regional climate model (e.g., Akhtar et 568	

al., 2014; Mooney et al., 2016; Ricchi et al., 2019) in the future to increase robustness of our results 569	

in this study.   570	

 571	

6. Concluding Remarks    572	

 In this study we investigated the impacts of future climate change on a tropical-like cyclone 573	

(medicane) formed in the Mediterranean Sea in a PGW framework with the WRF regional climate 574	
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model. The main novelty of this work is the investigation of the relative roles of the atmosphere and 575	

ocean, respectively in the medicane’s response to projected global warming.  576	

 We performed 6 physical ensemble simulations of the medicane Rolf under present (PRS) 577	

and future warming conditions of 1.5°C by applying the PGW method for RCP8.5 according to the 578	

middle of the 21st century (e.g., Parker et al., 2018; Mooney et al., in review). Compared to the 579	

reference track of ERA5 reanalysis, PRS of WRF simulates Rolf realistically making a landfall over 580	

southern France. While the SLP depression of Rolf is stronger in PRS than in ERA5 partially 581	

because of difference in grid size, the SLP deepening decreases to 992 hPa in PRS, which is 582	

consistent well with previous studies (e.g., Miglietta et al., 2013). PRS also represents well the 583	

phase transition to a tropical-like cyclone with a deep warm core.   584	

 The PGW experiments revealed obvious changes in medicane structure associated with 585	

global warming. Firstly, there are clear impacts on the cyclone track: in PGWALL and PGWSST, the 586	

medicane tends to move into more northern and western pathway and its timing of landfall becomes 587	

earlier than PRS (in particular in PGWSST). Conversely, the medicane in PGWATMS shifts more 588	

southward and eastward. This difference in cyclone track might not be a random response, but it 589	

seems to be associated with changes in the intensity of the medicane. In PGWALL and PGWSST, the 590	

medicane is more enhanced in terms of surface wind and precipitation around the cyclone centre 591	

(e.g., Cavicchia et al., 2014; González-Alemán et al., 2019) and the degree of intensification is 592	

much stronger in PGWSST and PGWALL (e.g., the hourly maximum wind speed reaches 30 m/s in 593	

PGWSST in Fig. 6d). The cyclone track of the stronger medicane in PGWSST is more to the north 594	

and, consequently, makes an earlier landfall than in PGWALL. Inversely, the medicane in PGWATMS 595	

reduces its intensity to a large extent with a smaller size of region with high wind speed. The 596	

northward shift in position of the maximum wind speed associated with the medicane is also 597	

detected in a climate projection by Tous et al. (2016). The changes in cyclone track shown in this 598	

study might be indicative for the results of Tous et al. (2016). However, since our simulations 599	

address only one medicane with 6-member multi-physical ensembles, we will need to investigate 600	

the changes in cyclone track due to global warming in other case studies, so that the implication for 601	

medicanes more generally becomes more robust.  602	

       Our PGW simulations elucidated the counteracting individual contributions of a warmer 603	

atmosphere and a warmer ocean to the development of medicanes associated with global warming. 604	

Since the warmer and drier atmosphere reduces cumulus convection indicated by weaker CAPE and 605	

larger OLR, the energy due to diabatic heating is not sufficient. This situation can be ineffective to 606	

drive the WISHE mechanism (hourly maximum wind speed is approximately equivalent between 607	

PRS and PGWATMS, but the area of high wind speed is much smaller in PGWATMS than in PRS). 608	

Consequently, the transition from a cut-off low into a tropical-like cyclone tends to be degraded. 609	
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Conversely, the warmer ocean surface enriches the medicane with moisture, which allows cumulus 610	

convection to develop more effectively (Figs 11c and 12c). With a more efficient energy gain, the 611	

medicane growth is enhanced and WISHE (e.g., Eamanuel, 1986) can be also activated, as indicated 612	

by the results of PGWSST. Consolidating these reversal effects of warmer (and drier) atmosphere 613	

and ocean (through nonlinear processes), the medicane intensifies to a moderate extent by global 614	

warming. While the medicane under global warming shows a modest intensification (e.g., 615	

Cavicchia et al., 2014) in terms of wind speed and SLP deepening, precipitation presents radical 616	

changes during the peak of intensity. This suggests that the medicane could be more hazardous due 617	

to global warming as concluded by González-Alemán et al. (2019).  618	

 The PGW technique is a powerful tool to investigate the impacts of climate change on the 619	

weather systems in the future. However, our results in this paper include only the climate changes 620	

in background such as temperature, relative humidity, SST and etc. In this framework, any changes 621	

in extratropical dynamics like wave breaking and large-scale circulation as a source of medicanes 622	

are not directly considered. Additionally, as Flaounas et al. (2019) suggest, the water vapor 623	

transport from the North Atlantic sector will be modified and significantly influences the medicane 624	

frequency and intensity. The PGW approach does not reflect directly such future change in water 625	

vapour transport. Nonetheless, we can conclude that the background change associated with global 626	

warming will have some impact on the medicane development.  627	

In this study we have presented novel findings regarding the relative roles of atmosphere 628	

and ocean in the modulation of medicane development under global warming. It would be 629	

interesting to see if other cases of medicanes show a similar response to the warmer atmosphere and 630	

ocean. For a better quantification of changes, the simulation and investigation with a regional 631	

coupled model for several cases will be desired in the future.   632	
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Figure 1.
Domains for WRF simulations for medicane Rolf. Shading in WRF 2nd domain is topography height
from MODIS.  
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Figure 2.
(a) Sea surface temperature (SST) at 00UTC on 5th November, 2011 in OISST in WRF 1st domain. 
(b) Increment projected by 18 CMIP5 CGCMs (b) SST in WRF 1st domain and (c) vertical profiles of 
increment of air temperature and relative humidity averaged over WRF’s 2nd domain 
between 2035-2065 and 1975-2006.     
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Figure 3.
(a) Trajectory of 6 ensembles of medicane Rolf PRS, from 00UTC, 6th, Nov, 2011 to 00UTC, 9th, Nov
The tracking is based on the lowest sea level pressure. The colors of red, blue, green, magenta, light blue,
and yellow is for TD_TP_MN, TD_W5_MN, TD_W6_MN, TD_TP_MJ, TD_W5_MJ, and TD_W6_MJ,
respectively. Note that the track of TD_W6_MJ (orange) terminates at 22UTC-08 due to the extinction of
the simulated medicane. (b) Cyclone phase space of PRS ensemble.
The markers of▲,●, and■ denote 00UTC-06, 00UTC-07/00UTC-08, and end of tracking, respectively.
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Figure 4.
Time series of sea level pressure (SLP) at grid of cyclone centre (black line), latent heat flux (grey bar),

And precipitation (blue line), and averaged wind speed exceeding 95th percentile (red line) within the

250km radius of the simulated medicane averaged within a radius of 250km.

Note that the TD_W6_MJ (orange) terminates at 23UTC-08 due to the extinction of

the simulated medicane and the values of TD_W6_MJ iare excluded from the ensemble mean at 23UTC-08.
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(a) PGWALL

(b) PGWSST (c) PGWATMS

Figure 5.
Same as Fig. 3, but for (a) PGWALL, (b) PGWSST, and (c) PGWATMS, respectively.
Note that the track of TD_TP_MN (red), TD_W5_MN (blue), and TD_W6_MN (green)
in PGWSST terminates at 15UTC-08 due to the early landfall.
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(a) Sea Level Pressure at Cyclone Centre

(c) Precipitation averaged 250km radius of cyclone

(b) Latent Heat Flux averaged 250km radius of cyclone

Figure 6.
Time series of ensemble of (a) SLP at grid of cyclone centre, (b) latent heat flux, (c) precipitation averaged, and (d)

averaged wind speed exceeding 95th percentile within the 250km radius of the simulated medicane. (b) and (c) are
averaged value within 250km radius The gray bar and red lines denote the variables of PRS and PGWs (with different
markers), respectively. All variables are ensemble-mean. Note that the values of TD_TP_MN and TD_W5_MN in

PGWSST are excluded from the ensemble mean from 2000UTC-08 and 2100UTC-08, respectively, due to the
extinction of simulated medicanes.
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Figure 7.
Scalar of SLP gradient for (a) PRS and (b) PGWALL around the cyclone centre at SLP minimum (referring to
Fig. 6a)
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Same as Fig. 3b, but for (a) PGWALL, (b) PGWSST, and (c) PGWATMS, respectively.
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Figure 9.
Surface wind speed during maximum wind speed (referring to Fig. 6d) for (a) PRS, (b) PGWALL, (c) PGWSST,
and (d) PGWATMS around the cyclone centre, respectively.
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Figure 10.
Precipitation during its maximum (referring to Fig. 6c) for (a) PRS, (b) PGWALL, (c) PGWSST, and (d)
PGWATMS around the cyclone centre, respectively.
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Figure 11.
(a) Same as Fig. 6b, but for convective available potential energy (CAPE) and CAPE at its minimum (referring
to Fig. 10a) for (b) PRS, (c) PGWALL, (d) PGWSST, and (e) PGWATMS around the cyclone centre, respectively.
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Tables 829	

 830	
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Figure 12.
Same as for Fig.10, but for outgoing longwave radiation (OLR)
during intense rainfall in Fig.6c

(a) PRS (22UTC-07 to 00UTC-08) (b) PGWALL (18UTC-07 to 20UTC-07)

(d) PGWATMS (16UTC-07 to 18UTC-07)(c) PGWSST (17UTC-07 to 19UTC-07)
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Model Name No. 
Ensemble 
Members 

from 
Historical 
Simulation 

No. 
Ensemble 
Members 

from 
RCP8.5 

Simulation 

Ensemble 
Members 

Used 

Names of 
Member 

Realisations 

ACCESS1-3 3 1 1 r1i1p1 

CanESM2 5 5 3 r1i1p1, r2i1p1, 

r3i1p1 

CCSM4 6 6 3 r1i1p1, r2i1p1, 

r6i1p1 

CESM1-

CAM5 

3 3 3 r1i1p1, r2i1p1, 

r3i1p1 

CMCC-CM 1 1 1 r1i1p1 

CNRM-CM5 10 5 3 r2i1p1, r4i1p1, 

r6i1p1 

CSIRO-Mk3-

6-0 

10 10 3 r1i1p1, r2i1p1, 

r3i1p1 

GFDL-CM3 5 1 1 r1i1p1 

GFDL-

ESM2M 

1 1 1 r1i1p1 

GISS-E2-H 5 2 2 r1i1p1, r2i1p1 

HadGEM2-CC 3 3 3 r1i1p1, r2i1p1, 

r3i1p1 

HadGEM2-ES 4 4 1 r3i1p1 

INM-CM4 1 1 1 r1i1p1 

IPSL-CM5A-

MR 

3 1 1 r1i1p1 
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MIROC5 4 3 3 r1i1p1, r2i1p1, 

r3i1p1 

MIROC-ESM 3 1 1 r1i1p1 

MPI-ESM-LR 3 3 3 r1i1p1, r2i1p1, 

r3i1p1 

MPI-ESM-MR 3 1 1 r1i1p1 

MRI-CGCM3 4 1 1 r1i1p1 

 831	
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Table 1. CMIP5 GCMs used for deriving the climate perturbations for the PGW simulations. 833	

 834	

 835	

 Thompson WRF Single Moment  

5 Class 

WRF Single Moment 

6 Class 
Mellor-Yamada-

Nakanishi-Niino Leve 2.5 
TD_TP_MN TD_W5_MN TD_W6_MN 

Mellor-Yamada-Janjíc  TD_TP_MJ TD_W5_MJ TD_W6_MJ 

 836	

Table 2. Physical scheme combination for 6 ensemble simualtions of WRF and acronyms for each 837	

simulation. 838	

 839	


